NCKU R&D FORUM

 Speakers:
Prof. Amnon Aharony (Ben Gurion University and Tel Aviv University, Israel)
Prof. Ora Entin-Wohlman (Ben Gurion University and Tel Aviv University, Israel)

 Program: 2009.04.14
13:50 - 14:00 Registration
14:00 - 15:00 Prof. Amnon Aharony
Title: Writing and reading information on mobile spin qubits
15:00 - 15:20 Coffee Break
15:20 - 16:20 Prof. Ora Entin-Wohlman
Title: Charge transport through vibrating junctions

Place:
Conference Center (B1), Main Library, NCKU

Sponsors:
Aim for the Top-Tier University and Elite Research Center Development Plan, NCKU
Institute of Innovations and Advanced Studies, NCKU
Office of Research and Development, NCKU
College of Sciences, NCKU
National Center for Theoretical Sciences (South)

Contact:
Ms. Tsai
06-2757575 ext. 65299
QIS@phys.ncku.edu.tw
Ms. Grace Cheng
06-2757575 ext.50926
kaicheng@mail.ncku.edu.tw
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